### Outputs and Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes and Activities</th>
<th>Lead Organization/s &amp; other partners (if applicable)</th>
<th>Resources needed (staff time/financial resources)</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
<th>Targets &amp; indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTCOME 1:</strong> Provide support to UNCT/Country Networks on Human Mobility matters and inclusion of migrants, refugees, asylum-seekers, IDPs and stateless persons in the relevant events, products, reports, and frameworks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1.1 Update the IBC/R-UNMN Knowledge Hub to facilitate knowledge and experience sharing on human mobility topics among IBC members, upon request and needs. | IBC/R-UNMN Co-Chairs (all agencies) | Staff time + SharePoint license | Throughout 2023 | **Indicator:** 

# of new documents uploaded on the SharePoint/UNECE website 

**Target:** 6 (every two months) |
| 1.2 IBC/R-UNMN meetings are regularly taking place to enhance the coordination, liaison, information-sharing and support on IBC/R-UNMN objectives/workplan implementation among the IBC/R-UNMN members | IBC/R-UNMN Co-Chairs (all agencies) | Staff time - additional financial resources TBD depending on inputs needed | Throughout 2023 | **Indicator:** 

# of IBC meetings held and follow up done 

**Target:** 4 IBC meetings |
| 1.3 Host advocacy interventions to promote the inclusion of migrants, refugees, asylum-seekers, IDPs and stateless persons in national responses, plans and systems in line with Agenda 2030 (incl. leaving no one behind approach), the GCR and the GCM and UNMN workplan | IBC/R-UNMN Co-Chairs (all agencies) | Staff time + SharePoint license | Throughout 2023 | **Indicator:** 

# of regional advocacy events organized by the IBC LMPDR 

**Target:** 1 (RFSD side event) |
| 1.4 Organize meetings/initiatives upon request on topical issues identified by RCs and UNCTs to facilitate capacity-building and the sharing of best practices and knowledge from within and outside the region | IBC/R-UNMN Co-Chairs (all agencies) | Staff time - additional financial resources TBD depending on inputs needed | Throughout 2023 | **Indicator:** 

# of initiatives organized 

**Target:** 2 initiatives |
### OUTCOME 2: Monitor and Support GCR and GCM pledges

**2.1 Support at regional and country levels, when relevant, the implementation of the GCM pledges in coordination with relevant platforms and entities**

| R-UNMN Co-Chairs (All members) | Staff time - additional financial resources TBD depending on inputs needed | Throughout 2023 |

**Indicator:**

- # of IBC meetings with a standing agenda item on GCM organized at IBC and regional level

**Target:** 4 (4 IBC meetings in 2022)

**Indicator:** # Outcome report on the status of the implementation of the GCM Pledges in the ECA region

**Target:** 1 summary report

**2.2 Support at regional and country levels, when relevant, the implementation of GCR pledges made at the Global Refugee Forum in coordination with relevant platforms and entities**

| UNHCR | Staff time - additional financial resources TBD depending on inputs needed | Throughout 2023 |

**Indicator:**

- # of IBC meetings with a standing agenda item on GCR organized at IBC and regional level

**Target:** 4 (4 IBC meetings in 2022)

**Indicator:** # Outcome report on the status of the implementation of the GCR Pledges in the ECA region

**Target:** 1 summary report

### OUTCOME 3: Conduct joint research on human mobility trends and its impact on the region

**3.1. Conduct a joint study on the socio-economic impact of the war in Ukraine on the country and on the region.**

| Technical working group with representatives of IOM, UNDP and UNHCR | Staff time - additional financial resources TBD depending on inputs needed | Throughout 2023 |

**Indicator:**

- # of joint studies

**Target:** 1
**OUTCOME 4:** Ensure effective, timely, coordinated UN system-wide support to Member States in their implementation, follow-up and review of the GCM

### 4.1 Support the establishment and further operationalisation activities/events of [national UN Networks on Migration](#), in line with the UN Network Workplan 2022-2024

**R-UNMN Co-Chairs** *(All members)*
- **Indicator:** # of national UN Networks on Migration supported by the Regional Network (as a role of the IBC LMPDR)
- **Target:** 15 networks

### 4.2 Support the roll-out of the UN Network developed resources and tools, including on strengthening UN system in implementing the GCM.

**R-UNMN Co-Chairs** *(All members)*
- **Staff time - additional financial resources TBD**
- **Indicator:** # of national country networks/UNCTs receiving a training on GCM implementation
- **Target:** 2 Country Networks/UNCTs receiving trainings

### 4.3 In the lead-up to the second GCM Regional Review for the UNECE region 2024 on the implementation of the GCM, build capacity for participation by relevant governmental and non-governmental actors to the preparatory initiatives and events, as well as follow-up initiatives, including through, and in support of, national UN Networks on Migration.

**R-UNMN Co-Chairs** *(All members)*
- **Staff time - additional financial resources for events (interpretaion services)**
- **Indicator:** # of preparatory meetings on the technical aspects of the Regional Review 2024.
- **Target:** 1 intergovernmental briefing with UNECE Member States and stakeholders.